1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

Previous studies have demonstrated how evaluating novel facial images can be influenced by pairing individual faces with different types of stimuli. Studies using sounds ([@bib19]), behavioral descriptions ([@bib21]; [@bib35], [@bib36]), or perithreshold images ([@bib22]), found that people carry the associations they made for one facial image to novel faces that share traits with previously presented faces. It was proposed that the valence of the associated stimuli is generalized to other objects that have similar physical characteristics. In this way, repeated pairings during the experiments lead to the formation of facial prototypes to which unfamiliar faces can be compared at later encounters. In other words, the consequence of the repeated associations is that there will be a shift in what people expect from someone with a particular facial traits. These results echo the findings of other experiments using evaluative conditioning paradigms as a means to change attitudes towards others (e.g., [@bib12]; [@bib31]; [@bib37]; [@bib38]), and studies measuring face preferences in relation to long term interactions with personally significant people, such as parents ([@bib2]; [@bib1]; [@bib23]; [@bib24]) or partners ([@bib14]).

The associative process through which evaluations of individual faces shift, and expectations about physical appearance of people with characteristic behavior are formed, are best understood within the model of Trait Inference Mapping (TIM) ([@bib28]). This model suggests that after encountering unfamiliar people, their facial features will be represented as vectors in the *face space*. When knowledge about their behavior accumulates through first hand experiences either by direct interactions, or indirectly by observing reactions of others or hearing behavior-relevant information, locations in the *trait space* will be mapped onto the representations in the face space. Thereby specific face-trait mappings emerge. On a longer time scale, non-specific face-trait contingencies, that is mappings between regions of the two representational spaces, lead to the emergence of "face types" that evoke stereotypical judgments (Over & Cook).

One might argue that if the TIM model is a valid theoretical framework and evaluations related to static facial features can be explained by a contingency between points and regions of the face and the trait space, a similar mapping between dynamic features and behavioral traits may also occur. Traditionally, facial expressions were seen as an innate set of behavioral patterns that evolved to signal intentions and inner states to others (e.g., [@bib17], cf. [@bib13]). Likewise, expression-recognition is also assumed to be automatic (e.g., [@bib8]) with developmental origins in early life and some progress even in adolescence ([@bib6]; [@bib16]; [@bib20]; [@bib26]; [@bib27]; [@bib39]). In this sense, the emotions that are evoked when people observe contractions of certain facial muscles rely on long-term personal experiences. In light of the aforementioned, the main question to be answered is whether the evaluation of facial expressions could be changed with the same types of stimuli that were effectively used in previous experiments to modify attitudes towards others. In the current study we tested, first, how behavioral descriptions affect the rating of facial expressions and, second, whether the shift in the ratings is generalized to other individuals showing the same expression. If generalization happens, it would support the view that the evaluation of facial expressions is partly built on the same low-level associative processes as that of invariant facial traits, which would also support the TIM model as a good theoretical model for explaining impression formation.

To this end, we designed an experiment where participants were exposed to a set of individual facial images showing various expressions of three possible categories (trustworthy, untrustworthy, and ambiguous). These images were presented along descriptive sentences of different behaviors that were either pro- or antisocial. Participants were exposed to two conditions. In the (1) *inconsistent* condition the set of facial expressions were easy to recognize as trustworthy (e.g., a smile) or untrustworthy (e.g., an angry face), but the descriptors were reversed such that prosocial actions were ascribed to the untrustworthy face and *vice versa*. In the (2) *consistent* condition the set of facial expressions were ambiguous (arbitrary grimaces with no clear social meaning) and the social descriptors were either pro- or antisocial. To be accurate, consistent condition was not entirely consistent, as neutral images were presented with negative or positive descriptions. However, they were not as inconsistent as the other conditions. We decided to use this wording for simplicity.

The experiment proceeded in two phases, an *Association* phase and an *Evaluation* phase. In the *Association* phase participants saw one set of emotional facial images and social descriptions. In the *Evaluation* phase, the participants were shown a different set of images depicting a combination of the same individuals from the *Association* phase with neutral (relaxed) faces, as well as novel faces with similar expressions to those in the *Association* phase (i.e., trustworthy, untrustworthy, ambiguous). The pairing of the images and descriptions was arranged in a manner that facilitated the association of the descriptions with the expressions, rather than with the individual facial traits (see *Methods*). Our primary aim was to investigate the generalization of the affective valence of social descriptions across individuals as well as facial expressions. We also set out to reveal which source of information participants are more willing to rely on: descriptions referring to previous social behaviors or facial expressions signaling current intentions. The following hypotheses have been created (phrases in brackets refer to the images the ratings of which particularly should be analyzed, see [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}):1.Valenced social descriptions associated to emotional facial images will influence the evaluation of these images (learned, emotional faces).2.The affective valence of the descriptions would be transferred to the individual faces, influencing their evaluation even when neutral photographs have to be rated (learned, neutral faces.3.The valence of the descriptions would be generalized to the particular expression and transferred across individuals (unfamiliar emotional faces).4.These effects would be stronger in the consistent condition when the expressions are ambiguous, compared to the inconsistent condition (interaction with the factor *consistency*).5.The ratings of neutral, unfamiliar faces would not be statistically different from each other (unfamiliar, neutral faces, i.e., control measure).

2. Methods {#sec2}
==========

2.1. Participants {#sec2.1}
-----------------

Four groups of undergraduates from a Hungarian university partook in the study, each one of them had different tasks. First, images from the *Facial Action Coding System* ([@bib11]) were presented to 33 independent raters (Group 1, 5 men; age: M = 20.2; SD = 0.96; 19--23 years) who judged the trustworthiness of these faces. The second group consisted of 20 men who volunteered as photo subjects to create the stimuli set, and facial images of 16 of those men (Group 2, age: M = 21.3; SD = 2.5; 18--27 years) were used in the experimental part. They provided written informed consent and agreed to their images being used as stimuli and in scientific publications. Another group of independent raters (Group 3, 30 people, 6 men; age: M = 20.23; SD = 0.73; 19--22 years) was asked to judge the trustworthiness of the facial images of Group 2. A total of 93 people (Group 4, 33 men, age: M = 29.95; SD = 13.74, 18--67 years) participated in the experimental part of our study. Our study had been approved by the Hungarian United Ethical Review Committee for Research in Psychology (approval number 2015/26).

2.2. Stimuli {#sec2.2}
------------

To create the image pool, we presented 39 photos taken from Ekman\'s *Facial Action Coding System* ([@bib11]) to Group 1 who judged how trustworthy the person on each picture was. Based on their ratings, we could divide the pictures into three groups: trustworthy, untrustworthy and ambiguous. Out of the 39 Ekman photos, we chose 16 (5 trustworthy, 5 untrustworthy and 6 ambiguous, [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) and asked 20 male volunteers (members of Group 2) to copy these expressions. We photographed them with a Canon EOS 700D digital camera equipped with 100 mm fixed portrait lenses under standard lighting conditions before a non-reflecting white background. Each volunteer provided one picture mimicking each of the 16 Ekman photos plus a neutral one where they showed no expression, resulting in a total of 340 facial images. Members of Group 3 were asked to judge how trustworthy the 20 men were based on their neutral photo. A total of four men were eliminated from the stimuli set, one who was rated noticeably more trustworthy than average and 3 others because of poor picture quality.Table 1Descriptive statistics of ratings of faces from the FACS database. Rows in bold indicate the expressions which were used in the experimental part of the study.Table 1FACS database file namesFACS action unit codesMean score of trustworthinessSDTrustworthy facess6_12z266D+7C+12E+25D+26C6.3032.039s61215176E+7D+12+15B+17D5.5461.769**s13a13B5.4851.788**s12x_2312B+23D+38A5.5761.751sL14L14C5.7881.833Untrustworthy facess10y_1710E+17D2.2121.431sL10x_25L10B+25B2.6061.580**s10y162510C+16E+25E2.3941.273**s9_257C+9E+25C2.0611.144s10y232510C+16A+23E+25E2.121.992Ambiguous facess20zG20E+21B4.0911.684**s6_15z176D+G7D+15E+17E+38B4.2121.933**s17_2417D+24D3.7581.542s4b4D4.2122.043**s2V2C+38A4.1821.310**s2525B3.5461.787Table 2Number of trials and image types of the experimental conditions as presented in the *Evaluation* phase. Note that though this was a full factorial design, the factors *valence* and *consistency* are not shown here.Table 2*Expression typeNovelty of the presented individualNumber of presented individualsNumber of trials (64 in total)*emotionallearned8 men2 × 8neutrallearned2 × 8emotionalunfamiliar8 men2 × 8neutralunfamiliar2 × 8

However, upon subjective evaluation by the experiment leaders it was apparent that not all expressions could not be mimicked by participants with equal success. From all of the photographed expressions we have chosen four that appeared to be the easiest to be mimicked, that is, on all of our photographs they were indistinguishable from the original FACS faces. In the end, we had 16 men showing 4 expressions each: 1 trustworthy, 1 untrustworthy and 2 ambiguous ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Out of those expressions that most of our participants could mimic accurately, the one that raters judged most trustworthy was AU13 from FACS ([@bib11]). To perform this expression, the manual\'s instructions read: "Try to pull the inner corners of your lips straight up without letting yourself smile" ([@bib11]). In other publications, it is also called a "non-enjoyment display" that smiles may contain, or "listener smile" that signals involvement in the conversation ([@bib4]; [@bib34a]). The most untrustworthy expression was one that mobilizes action units 10 and 25. These are components of the expression of anger and disgust ([@bib40]; [@bib33]; [@bib29]). It is possible that our participants associated these emotions to the expression hence why they labeled it untrustworthy.Fig. 1Four different expressions (from left to right, with action unit codes): one trustworthy (AU13B**)**, one untrustworthy (10C+16E+25E) and two ambiguous expressions (6D+G7D+15E+17E+38B and V2C+38A).Fig. 1

Using the 16 individuals\' photos we created 24 picture-description pairs (see top 2 pictures in [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Eight men showing ambiguous expressions were paired with both negative and positive descriptions -- resulting in 16 sets. The other 8 men were divided into two groups: 4 of them showing the aforementioned "listener smile" paired with negative descriptions; and another 4 men displaying the expression that mobilized action units used in anger and disgust -- these images were paired with positive descriptions. We took negative and positive social descriptions from a previous study ([@bib21]). For the inconsistent condition, each untrustworthy expression (muscle movement akin to anger and disgust) was paired with two positive descriptions and the trustworthy expressions ("listener smile") with two negative sentences. For the consistent condition, one of the individual faces with ambiguous expressions was paired with positive, the other with negative descriptions.Fig. 2Top row: Picture shown in the *Association* task. Centre left: *Evaluation* task -- a man with the expression previously shown. Centre right: Previously seen man with neutral face. Bottom left: Picture shown in the *Evaluation* task -- previously shown expression on an unfamiliar person. Bottom right: neutral face of the unfamiliar person.Fig. 2

2.3. Procedure {#sec2.3}
--------------

First, in the *Association* phase, the participants were asked to memorize eight randomly selected face and social description pairs. In the *inconsistent condition* they saw 2 men showing the same trustworthy expression while negative descriptions were presented on the screen. Another 2 men mimicked an untrustworthy expression that was accompanied by positive social descriptions. That is, 4 pictures were shown in the inconsistent condition.

In the *consistent condition* 4 men were seen with 2 ambiguous expressions, 8 pictures in total. Two men displayed one of these ambiguous expressions which was presented with negative descriptions, while the other expression, presented by other 2 men, was seen with positive descriptions. To half of the participants we showed these 4 men with the mentioned descriptions, while to the other half of the participants we switched the valence of the descriptions -- men that were seen with negative description by half of the participants were seen with positive descriptions by the other half. Presenting images like this helped counterbalancing the trials. In the two conditions together, participants saw 8 men in the *Association* phase. These pictures were presented five times in five blocks, in random order within each block. To maintain the attention of the subjects and enhance their focus on the task, after the third block, they were asked to decide whether they find the individuals on the pictures trustworthy. Then the *Association* phase continued with the remaining two blocks.

After that, in the *Evaluation* phase, participants were asked to judge the trustworthiness of a new set of pictures on a 9-point Likert-scale. In this phase, we showed 32 pictures -- 8 men that participants have seen before and 8 novel individuals. Emotional images from the *Association* phase were repeated *and* those 8 men reappeared with neutral faces as well, meaning 2 photos per man (8 emotional + 8 neutral images, 16 pictures in total). The 8 new individuals were shown with neutral faces *and* displaying expressions that have already been seen in the *Association phase* (8 emotional + 8 neutral images, 16 pictures in total). Each of the 32 pictures were presented twice, in random order (i.e., 64 trials altogether; see [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} for factorial design, and [Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} for visual presentation).

The trials were counterbalanced in many respects. First, men who were shown with trustworthy expressions and negative descriptions to some subjects were shown with untrustworthy expressions and positive descriptions to other subjects, and *vice versa*. Second, ambiguous expressions varied with respect to whether they were paired with positive or negative descriptions. Third, only 8 of the 16 individuals were presented in the *Association* phase to any subject, allowing the other 8 to be presented as test faces in the *Evaluation* phase, in this way we were able to create alternative presentation scripts for an approximately equal number of subjects.

2.4. Data processing {#sec2.4}
--------------------

As each expression was presented by two men, and each image was shown twice, we used the mean of these four scores given to these individuals in the test phase (see Supplementary Material "*dataset_arbitrary signals.xlsx*" for all aggregate scores). For simplicity, when we refer to individual faces in the forthcoming parts of the paper, we mean these average scores.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

We conducted a repeated measures ANOVA with four within-subject factors, each with two levels (see [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}): 2 *(novelty*: the faces were either learned in the first phase of the experiment along with the descriptions, or they were unfamiliar stimuli) × 2 (*expression type*: faces either showing an expression or were neutral) × 2 (*consistency*: consistent or inconsistent) × 2 (*valence*: the faces were previously presented either with positive or negative descriptions). We added *sex* as a between-subject factor.

The analysis shows that the scores given by participants were significantly influenced by expression type (F = 8.958, p = .004, *η*^*2*^~*p*~ = .100) and by the valence of the description (F = 10.006, p = .002, *η*^*2*^~*p*~ = .110). There was also a significant two-way interaction between consistency and valence (F = 15.951, p **\<** .001, *η*^*2*^~*p*~ = .165), and a three-way interaction between expression type, consistency, and valence (F = 16.718, p **\<** .001, *η*^*2*^~*p*~ = .171). Neither the third within-subject factor, consistency, nor other interactions and the participants\' sex had significant effects on the ratings (all p\'s \> 0.05). However, the global analysis of the experimental factors does not show the effects separately for the image types, which would be critical to evaluate whether the results support the hypotheses. Therefore, the analysis was divided into four measurements according to *novelty* and *expression type* (2 × 2 ANOVA, see [Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}), using only *consistency* and *valence* as within-subject factors, and *sex* as a between-subject factor.Table 3Results of the 2 × 2 repeated measures ANOVA, grouped by novelty and expression type of the stimuli images.Table 3Variables and interactionsMeasuresF*pη*^*2*^~*p*~consistencyLearned, neutral0.253.616.003Learned, emotional1.260.265.015Unfamiliar, neutral2.559.114.031Unfamiliar, emotional1.668.200.020consistency × sexLearned, neutral1.312.255.016Learned, emotional0.012.914.000Unfamiliar, neutral0.199.657.002Unfamiliar, emotional0.000.986.000**valenceLearned, neutral7.535.007**[\*](#tbl3fnlowast){ref-type="table-fn"}**.085Learned, emotional8.816.004**[\*](#tbl3fnlowast){ref-type="table-fn"}**.098**Unfamiliar, neutral0.834.364.010**Unfamiliar, emotional4.116.046**[\*](#tbl3fnlowast){ref-type="table-fn"}**.048**valence × sexLearned, neutral0.063.803.001Learned, emotional0.014.906.000Unfamiliar, neutral0.001.981.000Unfamiliar, emotional0.637.427.008**consistency** × **valenceLearned, neutral21.621\< .001**[\*\*](#tbl3fnlowastlowast){ref-type="table-fn"}**.211**Learned, emotional0.472.494.006**Unfamiliar, neutral13.054.001**[\*](#tbl3fnlowast){ref-type="table-fn"}**.139**Unfamiliar, emotional0.542.464.007consistency × valence × sexLearned, neutral1.533.219.019Learned, emotional1.541.218.019Unfamiliar, neutral2.339.130.028Unfamiliar, emotional0.035.853.000sexLearned, neutral0.132.717.002Learned, emotional0.152.698.002Unfamiliar, neutral0.586.446.007Unfamiliar, emotional0.314.577.004[^1][^2][^3]

The results indicate a significant main effect of valence for the learned neutral ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and learned emotional ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}), and for the unfamiliar emotional images ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), and a significant interaction between consistency and valence for the learned neutral ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) and unfamiliar neutral ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) images. These interactions suggest that the mean score differences between positively and negatively valenced faces are higher in the consistent condition (PN: M = 1.440, SD = 2.433; UN: 1.170, SD = 2.686) than in the inconsistent condition (PN: M = -0.566, SD = 2.131; UN: -0.955, SD = 2.558). There were no main effects or interactions for participants\' sex.Fig. 3Scoring of learned neutral images.Fig. 3Fig. 4Scoring of learned emotional images.Fig. 4Fig. 5Scoring of unfamiliar emotional images.Fig. 5Fig. 6Scoring of unfamiliar neutral images.Fig. 6

The findings support Hypothesis 4 that participants were more likely to transfer the valence of the descriptions to unfamiliar neutral faces when the expression presented in the *Association* phase was ambiguous, than when it showed cues of trustworthiness or untrustworthiness. However, with Hypothesis 4 we also conjectured that the effect of generalization would be stronger in the condition where the expression and the description were consistent, and both for emotional and neutral faces. As the data supported the hypothesis only for neutral faces, we ran paired-samples t-tests to double-check the lack of significant interactions in the ANOVA for the learned emotional and unfamiliar emotional images. The analysis confirmed that the score differences between the differently valenced faces were the same, irrespective of whether the facial expression was ambiguous (i.e., consistent condition) or easily recognizable (i.e., inconsistent condition), both for the learned emotional (*t* = 0.954, *df* = 83, *p* = 0.341) and the unfamiliar emotional images (*t* = -0,700, *df* = 83, *p* = 0.486). This result means that the subjects learned the associations between descriptions and expressions and transferred this knowledge to unfamiliar faces that showed the same expressions. Unlike the transfer of valence to neutral faces, this was not influenced by the consistency between descriptions and faces.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

4.1. Global effects of the experimental factors {#sec4.1}
-----------------------------------------------

With the present study we investigated how descriptions with negative or positive content influence the social evaluation of facial expressions. Particularly, we focused on how social evaluation will be transferred to neutral facial images and generalized to the expression across individuals.

A full factorial analysis of variance showed that *expression type*, that is whether emotional or neutral photographs of the faces were presented, influenced the ratings significantly. More importantly, *valence* had also a significant effect, highlighting that the social information presented in the *Association* task had a global effect on the evaluation of the facial stimuli. Furthermore, the interaction between consistency and valence suggests that the facial expressions, which were categorized by independent raters as trustworthy or untrustworthy, were more resistant to valence transference than ambiguous expressions. This would support our fourth hypothesis; however, further analyses showed that this effect was due to the ratings of neutral faces.

4.2. Manipulation of trustworthiness ratings with descriptions -- analysis of learned emotional faces {#sec4.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The second ANOVA showed a more detailed picture about how the particular factors affected ratings. The first hypothesis was that associated descriptions influence the trustworthiness of learned emotional faces, and this has been confirmed. Interestingly, and in contrast with what we had expected, consistency did not significantly interact with valence. This means that the participants have evaluated expressions, which were previously rated as trustworthy by independent judges, just as untrustworthy as an ambiguous grimace if the description suggested socially undesirable behavior. However, we would like to highlight that the effect of descriptions was only marginally significant when totally new faces were shown with expressions (unfamiliar emotional faces). This means that learned information only moderately affected the evaluation of unfamiliar faces.

4.3. Generalization of trustworthiness ratings to individual facial trait -- analysis of learned neutral faces {#sec4.3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Supporting the second hypothesis, participants\' evaluations were also transferred to the individual faces outside of the original context: when the neutral photographs of learned stimuli faces -- i.e., faces that have been presented in the *Association* phase -- were shown in the *Evaluation* phase, the trustworthiness ratings reflected the previously presented descriptions. That is, images of men paired with descriptions of trustworthiness scored higher, when averaged over the two conditions. However, consistency significantly interacted with valence, ambiguity of the expression being a promoter of the transfer of valence (see [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that, though participants generalized the valence of the associated written information to the individual facial traits, the same also happened with the social desirability of the originally presented expression. Therefore, ratings of neutral faces from the inconsistent condition show no difference, reflecting that neither the valence of the expression, nor that of the descriptions had a significant effect. In other words, people make predictions about what can be expected from others, facial expression being one source of information for predicting intentions and subsequent behavior, and available social information being another.

Facial expressions signal both emotional states and intentions (e.g., [@bib17]), which guide our behavior along with other relevant social information, such as knowledge about formerly observed acts. If these two sources of information contradict each other, as in the inconsistent condition of this study, the predictions will be uncertain. However, from our data we could hardly make firm conclusions about which source of information is more influential for trustworthiness judgments in a real-world situation. According to the presumed reliability of the information in the particular situation, people are likely to rely to some extent both on knowledge about previous social behaviors, and on facial expressions signaling current intentions.

4.4. Generalization of the valence of an expression -- analysis of unfamiliar emotional faces {#sec4.4}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The third hypothesis was that facial expressions may be bestowed with affective valence values, and this might be independent of the individual facial traits. It has been already shown that not only the resemblance of static and invariant facial traits can mediate the transfer of valence across individual faces. With training, as evidenced by clinical practice, the perception of ambiguous facial expressions depicting emotions can be altered (e.g., [@bib9]; [@bib30]; [@bib34]), and this effect generalizes across individuals ([@bib7]). In the present study we replicated this effect. In addition, as our results indicated no significant interaction between valence and consistency for the unfamiliar emotional faces, the recent findings go beyond the former results. These suggest that even in that case when the facial expression is close to a real, socially meaningful expression, for instance it resembles expressions of anger or happiness, the social desirability of the expression can be manipulated. As a note of caution, we would like to highlight that the depicted expressions were copied from static expressions from the FACS database ([@bib11]). Genuine, spontaneous facial expressions are likely to evoke stronger feelings in observers and might be more easily categorized as trustworthy or untrustworthy. Yet, it might be possible that humans\' adherence to their assumptions about what behavior is expected when a well-known, basic expression appears on a face, might be much less rigidly ossified during childhood and adolescence than what we intuitively presume in our everyday life, and what has been suggested in many studies (e.g., [@bib26]).

4.5. Control measures and limitations -- analysis of unfamiliar neutral faces {#sec4.5}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

The full factorial experimental design allowed us to test whether participants\' ratings of facial images were influenced by the *a priori* trustworthiness of these faces. We expected that the unfamiliar neutral images would be rated equally in each condition, irrespective of valence and consistency. The reason for this was that these unfamiliar neutral faces have not been shown in the *Association* phase, so participants did not have any previous experience with them, and they did not depict any expression that could influence the ratings. This hypothesis (Hypothesis 5) has been only partially supported. Though valence did not influence the ratings globally, it significantly interacted with consistency. This means that in the consistent condition the mean score difference between the faces with positive and negative descriptions was higher than in the inconsistent condition. To highlight it again, the unfamiliar neutral faces were not shown in the *Association* phase, but during the *Evaluation* phase both neutral images and emotional images of the same men (i.e., with a familiar expression that was shown in the *Association* phase on a different individual) were shown. One explanation might be that the partial correspondence between the ratings of the learned emotional and neutral, and the unfamiliar emotional and neutral images was caused by the coincidence that the faces which appeared with positive descriptions were, by mere chance, more trustworthy than those with negative description. Hence, the results may reflect this difference rather than the effect of the experimental manipulation.

However, there are several reasons to think that this explanation is unlikely. First, the faces we used were rated by independent judges prior to the main experiment, and the only face with an extreme trustworthiness score was dropped from the image pool. Hence, the individual faces had similar trustworthiness scores. Second, the counterbalanced arrangement of the stimuli individuals across valence and consistency (we used 4 different presentation scripts to show the photos) very likely eliminated this potentially confounding effect. The most probable explanation for the results of the unfamiliar neutral images is that it is an artifact of the randomized appearance of the images. Namely, as the test images appeared on the screen in a random order, the ratings of the four image types were not fully independent. As we used photographs of two persons for each image type, and each individual image appeared twice, it may well have happened for several participants that the unfamiliar emotional images preceded the unfamiliar neutral faces. In this case the valence value of an expression -- which has already been shifted in the *Association* phase -- might have been transferred to the neutral image of the same individual. Though due to the randomization the chance that each of the eight unfamiliar faces with a previously seen expression appeared before their neutral counterparts is pretty low (appr. 0.34%), the likelihood that a single unfamiliar emotional face appeared before its neutral version is quite high (appr. 49.2%). This already might have distorted the ratings of the unfamiliar and neutral faces. To avoid this kind of confusion, in future studies it might be useful to present stimuli in a different order, for instance in a block design in which emotional faces precede all neutral faces.

5. Conclusions {#sec5}
==============

With this study we set out to find further support for the assumption that social evaluation of unfamiliar people relies on the generalization of the affective valence associated to facial traits. The results correspond to the predictions of the TIM model ([@bib28]) as well, namely that information about the expected behavior (represented in the trait space) will be mapped onto representations in the face space. Beyond invariant facial features we extended this assumption to facial expressions. Most of our hypotheses have been confirmed. The affective valence of social descriptions was transferred both to individual faces and expressions. These results may not be surprising given that -- in contrary to what was assumed by early models of face perception (e.g., [@bib5]) and empirical research (e.g., [@bib3]; [@bib18]) -- cortical areas responsible for the recognition of invariant and dynamically changing facial traits are not fully independent ([@bib25]; [@bib32]). Therefore, the overlap in the neural structures of the recognition of facial expressions and static facial traits makes them likely to be affected by the same general cognitive processes. More specifically, during real-life interactions and in experimental settings, if representations of either invariant or dynamic facial features are associated with personality traits, they provide space to face-trait mappings to the same extent. Using these two types of facial information for modeling behavioral outcomes enables a more accurate and flexible estimation of intentions. Indeed, this is what the results of the current experiment also suggest: valence of socially relevant visual cues (i.e., facial expressions) were transferred to familiar faces that presently show no expression (generalization to individuals across contexts), and to unfamiliar faces with expressions (generalization to expressions across individuals).

Surprisingly, the effect of valence transference to unfamiliar emotional faces was not stronger in the consistent condition than in the inconsistent condition -- when social descriptions were in line with the presented facial expression vs. when they were not. Because across their lives people are extensively exposed to faces and expressions, and their personal experience endows these with various levels of trustworthiness, these interactions were expected to influence people\'s decisions more deeply than a one-time social description linked to this face. In our study this was not the case. However, as a note of caution we would like to highlight that the effect of valence (i.e., pairing with either positive of negative descriptions) was only marginally significant with a weak effect size.

Though expressions signaling basic emotions like anger or happiness may be more easily and rapidly recognized than ambiguous facial configurations, the cognitive apparatus responsible for detecting socially relevant information seems to be very flexible. The same was suggested in a study by [@bib15], who showed that even arbitrary behavioral cues, such as subtle muscle contractions on the face, can be used as socially predictive signals. The current results echo this finding.
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[^1]: Note: All significant main effects indicate higher scores for the positively valenced images, and all significant interactions indicate larger difference between the scores of positively and negatively valenced images in the not inconsistent condition.

[^2]: Effects are significant on a p \< .05 significance level.

[^3]: Effects are significant on a p \< .001 significance level.
